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[work]place strategy
As our working environments have kept pace with the evolution of information technology
and flexible working patterns, and their impact on our space utilisation and the flexibility it
has given us to work in a variety of settings, we have created ‘efficient’ workplaces.
Productivity (the rate of output per unit of input) however, relies on much more than an
efficient working environment; it relies on motivation too. It’s imperative that we put people
first: it’s all about you and the three aspects of your life at work which contribute to your
wellbeing, your motivation and so, your productivity:
Your nature & personality:

who you are and how you achieve your best: PEOPLE

Your role & responsibilities:

what you do and how you do it: PURPOSE

Your workplace facilities:

the properties of your space which allow you to do what
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you need to do to achieve your best: PLACE

IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU!

PEOPLE

PURPOSE

PLACE
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it’s all about you
You, your people and your brief are completely unique.
Very simply, a [work]place strategy starts by getting to know you, the people
around you, your organisation, your aspirations, how you operate, the space
you operate in and how all these elements influence your functional brief.
Then, through a collaborative process, we will help you to establish your brief and,
where appropriate, develop the design with our integrated team (see section 2 and
our complementary services) of architects, interior designers and space planners,
under the guidance of our [work]place consultant, to ensure that your space is a
place where people want to be and achieve their best.

Did you know?
We have an innate tendency to seek connection with nature.
This is known as Biophilia
Ask yourself
What’s your desktop image and why?
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how can we help?
We can help you to develop a comprehensive brief. There are many factors that will
influence this and each must be fully investigated, evaluated and captured:
•
•
•

The nature and personality of your colleagues
The roles and responsibilities of all colleagues
Your workplace facilities

Our [work]place consultancy service has evolved alongside the [work]place. We have helped
clients to develop a robust brief from complex scientific research facilities, to higher
education student union hubs, to commercial headquarters.
We have supported clients through the challenge of change, employing real stakeholder
consultation and ongoing collaboration, resulting in trust, understanding and, ultimately,
ownership in the new environment.
Complementary to our [work]place consultancy, are our services in architecture, interior
design, space planning and furniture design and selection.
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complementary services 1
interior design

We believe that interior design is the
skilful expression of function, aesthetics
and identity, to create engaging spaces
where people want to be.
Founded on creating inspirational and motivational spaces in which people can live, work, learn
and relax, our design philosophy focuses on the creative synthesis of culture and vision, workplace and wellbeing.

Did you know?
From October to March, the average UK office worker only gets exposure to 52 minutes of daylight
over the course of a week.
(get more vitamin drinks)

This complex whole is realised through the successful integration of creative ideas formed around:

desirability

ambience

creating a destination of choice

distinctive characteristics in mood and
atmosphere

impact

function

that vital first impression; an expression
of identity

creating the right blend of effective, efficient
and people-centred environments

identity

ﬂexibility

communicating your culture, ethos
and vision

quality
expressed through form, light, colour,
texture and space

agile, adaptable, resilient: responsive to changes in culture, function and technology

people
people-centred design through sensitive
consultation and effective communication of
ideas

complementary services 2
space planning

Our space planning service has been
developed to help our clients create effective
and efﬁcient working environments.
Whether rationalising your existing workplace or assisting you with relocation studies, our key
objective is to help you create an environment that addresses your strategic business needs and
aspirations, creatively communicating your vision and culture to your colleagues and customers.

Did you know?
In 2015/16 stress accounted for 45% of all working days lost due to ill health.
(health and safety executive)

complementary services 3

Bespoke furniture design, selection & procurement

Our intimate relationship with furniture can
make our working productive, our experiences
rich and our day pleasurable.
Central to our holistic approach to [work]place design is a creative and innovative approach to
furniture design, selection and procurement.
Well conceived, well constructed, sculptural furniture forms can engage people, promote productivity, lift the spirits, encourage communication and promote friendly interaction.
Our clients are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of appropriate furniture selection
and its contribution to wellbeing, the successful expression of identity and effective operation of
new build, refurbishment and rationalisation projects.

We can advise on appropriate furniture
integration in a number of ways:
bespoke furniture design:
an architecturally integrated solution, focused on function,
effective space utilisation and expression of identity
loose furniture selection:
founded on an in-depth understanding of identity, functional requirements,
agility and flexibility, comfort and wellbeing
loose furniture procurement:
scheduling, specifying, tendering and procuring the preferred selection
assessment and integration of legacy furniture:
a review of longevity and suitability and appropriate integration into the new interior

Furniture should:
be an expression of identity: communicating culture, vision and
ethos through form, colour, texture and spatial arrangement
be integrated: a valuable contributor to a successful whole; an
expression and extension of the overall concept; an enabler of
effective space utilisation, efficient function and productivity
be high quality: value for money, attractive, contextual, robust
and easily maintained
be engaging: aesthetically pleasing, a pleasure to use and a
contributor to wellbeing
foster ownership: a solution developed with its users, with test
samples, to create a wholly appropriate people-centred solution
strive to be sustainable: the responsible sourcing of materials
and components, manufacture, life-cycle and end-of-life disposal
and recyclability

“

Thank you for the
outstanding
result we have
achieved on the
library with
another excellent
CPMG design
proposal. I really
believe that the
students will get
tremendous
enjoyment from
the new facilities.
Jim Marshall
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workplace consultant
Our consultant has a track record in helping people and
organisations to achieve their best.
Ruth brings a wealth of experience in guiding clients through the
complex and sometimes bewildering process of workplace
change. In conjunction with our Interior Design team, she
develops new ways of working and innovative interior design
strategies for clients such as Capital One, Dunelm and the
Government Office network.
Ruth’s sensitive and empathic approach has helped our clients to engage with their
colleagues, promote collaboration and engender trust in the process and ultimately,
ownership of the resulting workplace design.
See their CVs here
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where are you now?
The first step in the process of understanding you is to learn all about
where you are now: your business, your workplace, your people - what
works and what doesn't. We do this using a variety of strategies tailored
to your business: questionnaires, workshops and shadowing, for
instance. See 6 workplace analysis
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where do you want to
be?
What do you want to achieve from this significant investment?
Efficiency? Improved productivity? Attracting talent? Greater skills
retention? A great place to work that effectively communicates to your
colleagues and clients who you are, what you do and how well you do it?

“

I have really enjoyed
working with CPMG
who have been a
breath of fresh air
for me in how you
have engaged with
us for the project.
Your approach and
support throughout
the project has
been commendable
Stuart Scrimgeour, Project Manager
Balfour Beatty
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workplace analysis
An integral part of understanding where you are now, workplace analysis is an
in-depth study of the structure of your organisation, the relationships of
departments and teams, the people within them [PEOPLE], the tasks they routinely
undertake [PURPOSE] and the environment they need to support them to work
effectively [PLACE]:
PEOPLE: understanding their qualities, skills, formal relaionships, social
relationships, habits, attributes, temperament, values and character etc.
PURPOSE: task analyses looking into collaborative working, focused working,
private working, telephone conversations, chance encounters, meetings,
gatherings, CPD & learning and socialising etc.
PLACE: considering the necessities of light, heat, ventilation, workstation, support
structures, welfare facilities etc.
We favour engagement with your colleagues to enable us to obtain the best data
we can to inform your brief. It's about obtaining relevant, first-hand knowledge,
insight and perception.
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engagement
The importance of engagement
For maximum benefit, engagement should permeate the entire process from inception to
completion and into use. It defines a robust brief, informs on progress and findings and
invites interaction and feedback on ideas. Engagement enables us to fully understand you:
•
•
•

Your brand
Your culture
Your people

•
•
•

Your identity
Your vision
How you work

In a period of change and uncertainty engagement can transform
fear and powerlessness into:
•
•
•

Involvement
Empowerment
Pride,

•
•
•

Understanding
Ownership
Wellbeing
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engagement plan
It's important that we develop the right engagement plan for you and your colleagues
and we will do this with you. Every member of your team is a key contributor to the
brief and design development but this needs to be appropriate, carefully planned and
managed. We propose that you identify key people who will form part of the Project
Team for the life of the project. They too will inform the brief and express the needs
and views of others and, with our Workplace Consultant, communicate and present
the evolving design at key milestones during its development.
We understand that for you, this project is an exciting but demanding undertaking.
You need to provide the best information at the right time with the right people with
knowledge and understanding and all in addition to your day job!
That is why we tailor our Engagement Plan to your specific needs, availability and
programme. We develop the design in easy to follow steps using clear and engaging
images, diagrams and artist’s impressions and using jargon-free language.
Our Workplace Consultant will guide the process and be on hand to answer questions
and address any anxieties as they arise.
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day-in-the-life
We have found that spending a day with you – getting to know you, your team and
your space better is a great way to build trusting relationships amongst the team
which, in turn, allows us to feel, first hand, the interactions you have, the
challenges you face and the pleasures you experience.

Ask yourself
if it’s raining outside do you choose to eat lunch at your desk?

do you choose the lift rather than the stairs?

do you email a colleague when you could just go and talk to them?

“

We are absolutely
delighted with our
new building,
CPMG’s design skill
has added value to
our business and
made the building a
pleasure to occupy.

Steve Barton, Property Director, Dunelm
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ﬁndings
Once all the data has been received we will undertake a forensic review and consolidate the
findings into a clear, user-friendly report. We will present this to you and your team,
inviting observations and feedback. It is likely that the findings will be both interesting and
challenging: they may promote some fresh thinking or simply endorse the original
strategy.
After reviewing these findings, extracting the relevant data and agreeing how this will
influence the design, we can then communicate this to the wider team, inviting their
feedback and observations.
Once you are happy that we have the support of your team and have captured all relevant
data, this will contribute to your ‘Strategic Brief’.

Did you know?
A workplace devoid of connections with nature promotes cortisol production the stress hormone.
(human spaces global report)
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strategic brief
The data collated from our fact-finding will help to define the environment
you require to achieve your aspirations. Integrated with the findings of the
early architectural investigations (RIBA Stage 0), your Strategic Brief forms a
robust framework on which your design team can develop the proposals.

Did you know?
Visual connection with nature triggers the pleasure receptors in our brain
which helps to reduce the effects of stress
(terrapin bright green)

Following the adoption of agile working
in 2017, Fraser Brown solicitors reported
at 15% increase in productivity, calculated
from chargeable hours recorded on
timesheets.
(Fraser Brown Solicitors, 2017)
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facilitating change
Our [work]place consultant’s work need not finish here. In helping to define your Strategic
Brief, we have developed an in-depth knowledge of you, your business and your colleagues,
understanding your priorities and your challenges.
Our [work]place consultant has continued to work with the clients throughout the design
and delivery phases of a project, working closely with the architectural and interior design
teams, helping to present the emerging designs and inviting feedback. We can help you to
identify issues of value in any feedback that ought to be integrated into the design.
And of course, the process of change doesn’t stop when you occupy your new space. In
many respects, it’s just beginning.

Did you know?
If you stand at your desk for three hours a day for five days you will burn an
extra 750 calories. Over the course of a year this equates to 30,000 extra
calories or 8lbs of fat or running about 10 marathons!
(University of Chester)

If you've ever moved house you'll know that you move with preconceptions of how you'll live in the different spaces,
which furniture will go where and how you'll layout each space. Then, you move in, start to understand how the
spaces work, see how people use space and your thinking shifts. You and your space evolve.
Your workplace is no different. It too should be equipped to evolve as you and your team become familiar with it.
That's why we promote a post-occupancy review.

We help clients to evaluate the changes
people want to make, or have naturally
made and, within the scope of the new
environment, we can help you to adapt.

Over the past 30
years, we’ve
produced
award-winning
buildings that have
exceeded clients’
expectations, time
and time again.

The building foot print was 1980m2
but through understanding how the
company work and their future
aspirations the area was reduced by
385m2 which resulted in a saving of
£693,000.
(Stepnell, 2019)
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Thank you
For further information, please contact:
Sara Harraway

| Director

07771 535 820
sara.harraway@cpmg-architects.com
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CPMG Architects Limited
LONDON

23 Warser Gate

31/35 Kirby Street

Nottingham

London

NG1 1NU

EC1N 8TE

tel: 0115 958 9500

tel: 0207 492 1805

www.cpmg-architects.com
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